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The Gospel is about the ministry of Jesus. The very purpose of Jesus coming into
this world is raising up brothers and sisters to himself. My question is how well do
the Faithful suit the brother-and-sister likeness of Jesus?1
The readings in 1 Kings is about a good brain flowing out of a good heart. Solomon
has a dream at Gagnon, a place left out of the verses in the Lectionary reading. The
dream takes place at the beginning of the rule of Solomon.2 Dreams are important
because conscious defense mechanisms are down in dreams. Solomon really
wanted wisdom.
Solomon brings a threefold turn of events to the Judaic monarchy. The explanation
moves: (1) from the dream for and granting of wisdom, (2) to the exercise of wisdom
determining to whom the newly born baby belonged, (3) to the building of the second
temple on Mount Zion rather than on Mount Gerizim, the place the Samaritans
chose.3 The question then is, where do the Faithful worship God? The answer is
Mount Zion, the symbol for the hearts of the Faithful. To be like Christ is to seek to
do the will of the Father in all things, but especially in the heart.
At Daily Mass at Our Lady of Mount Carmel Parish, a loving grandmother frequently
prays for discernment for young people. The discernment for which she prays is the
understanding of 1 Kings 3:9, 11, and 12. Saint Jerome translates understanding as
discernere, discernendum, and intelligens. As an alphabetical acrostic psalm, Psalm
119 takes more of a cerebral than an emotional approach to the Lord.
Psalm 119 is about loving the law, Lord I love your commands, as the Responsorial
antiphon relates. Psalm 119 is a long acrostic 176-verse psalm, sustained by force
of argument rather than high emotions. Jesus has staying power because his
knowledge of the Father carries him through the depressing disappointments of his
crucifixion and death in order to reach his resurrection and eternal life.
As intellectual as Psalm 119 is, Psalm 119 does have a certain amount of bite.
Psalm 119:38-39, 77-80 revolves about holding the LORD responsible for protecting
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the pious from undeserved shame. With the implication that compassion is missing,
the Lectionary uses verse 77, Let your compassion come to me that I may live, for
your law is my delight.4 Psalm 119 goes on to compare the law with fine gold.
Psalm 119:127, gold, however fine, fine in the Vulgate Latin is a derivative of testing
the gold for purity.5 Lady Poverty suits this verse, choosing the love of the Father
over love of material wealth. Love of material things is a false way, whereas
sometimes Christianity is known as the Way.
Saint Jerome seems to have a far different translation for decrees in Psalm 119:129,
wonderful are your decrees. Saint Jerome uses the Latin, testimonia, a word I
associate with witness. Cassell’s has witness, evidence, testimony, or a proof,
evidence, indication.6 Just as Jesus is a witness to and type of decree of the Father,
so too are the Faithful a witness to and type of decree of the Father.
Psalm 119:130, giving understanding to the simple, Saint Jerome translates simple,
with parvulis, a word that means childlike. The meaning for the verse might be
something like The Bible for Dummies. The idea is that what the Father wants is not
that hard to understand. The Faithful really can join their lives to Christ in their
search for the will of the Father through whatever difficulties mortal life may bring.
The Lectionary draws a parallel between Psalm 119:72, gold and silver pieces and
Psalm 119:127, more than gold however fine and Matthew 13:44, a treasure buried
in a field. Using quite materialistic standards, Jesus brings the Faithful unto himself
by showing them how to live. The meaning is that God is an active participant in
human history, involved with such things as gold and silver.
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Romans 8:28 brings out the activity of God. While there is an alternative Greek text
that supports the translation that all things work, the standard Greek text has it that
God works.7 This means that God is in charge. All things are not in charge.
Moving from Romans 8:28, all things working for good to Matt 19:26, with God all
things are possible one arrives at the Ohio State motto, with God all things are
possible. The Gospel of Matthew does have a secular historical impact. For
example the chosen few and the eleventh hour may be traced to the parable of the
Laborers in the Vineyard.8
Another interesting facet of Romans 8:28 is the Greek for purpose,  that
sounds somewhat like prosthesis but is not derived from the Greek for purpose, but
from the Greek for adding to. As much as I might want to reach some devotion
about the Faithful being prosthesis for Christ, the facts do not support such piety
based on Romans 8:28.
Romans 8:29, however, does work, finding a place for the Faithful. The Greek for
image carries the contemporary genetic sense of children being in the image of their
parents. In this sense, Jesus is the firstborn among many brothers and sisters. Of
interest is that the Greek and Latin both have brothers that the Lectionary in this
instance chooses to translate brothers and sisters. It will be interesting to see what,
if anything, the next Lectionary does with the new insights from feminism.
In Romans, Paul develops the Jewish law into the Christian law of love. The
Chosen People become those predestined in Romans 8:29-30.9 Saint Paul
expanded the notion of Chosen People, an expansion that continues to struggle,
especially in its feminist context.
Romans, by referring to Jesus as his Son, proclaims Jesus the very Son of God.
This identity of Jesus as divine is essential for understanding Paul, the author of
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Romans.10 In the Gospel, Matthew has already identified Jesus as God, the
Messiah, and is now into proclaiming the ministry of Jesus, part of which meant
using the parables.
Matthew 1-52, used over the last three Sundays, contains seven parables, arranged
in a chiastic format.11 This means that the middle, fourth parable, the one last
Sunday (Matt 13:33), about the yeast leavening a whole batch of three measures of
wheat flour, is the central key parable. The meaning, then, of the three parables for
this Sunday, is to permeate all of the Faithful all of the time with the leaven of God’s
holy grace.
The treasure the Faithful are to find in their fields of endeavor is the Father. At the
time of Jesus, owning a field must have been a common experience. 12 The pearl for
which the Faithful are to sell everything, is life with the Father. Matt 13:47, the
kingdom of heaven is like a net thrown into the sea, which collects fish of every kind,
that dragnet, unique in Matthew (Matt 13:47),13 is about what happens to those
neglecting to find and treasure, the Father. Matt 13:48, What is bad they throw
away.
Matt 13:50 goes on to mention the wailing and grinding of teeth (Matt 13:50). This
wailing and grinding is also found in Matt 13:42 from last Sunday, in the analogy with
the lot of the weeds. The parable of the Weeds and Wheat is also unique to
Matthew.14
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The four parables unique to Matthew all have violent endings, one of which
appeared last Sunday, another this Sunday, identified with the grinding teeth.15
While I am not sure how chiasm works, I suspect the wailing and grinding of teeth
goes with the sown seed, some of which did and others of which did not produce
fruit (Matt 13:3-23). The seed mixed with weeds (Matt 13:24-30) helps explain the
merchant selling all that he has to purchase the pearl of great price (Matt. 13:46).
Finally, the parable of the mustard seed (Matt 13:31-32) helps illumine the parable of
one finding a treasure in his field of endeavor (Matt 13:44).
The final verse, Matt 13:52, about the scribe instructed in the kingdom of heaven
being like the head of a household, is a metaphor or simile, but not a parable, other
assertions notwithstanding. Recent scholarship assumes that Jesus told the
parables in various settings, repeatedly. The Gospels then cast the parables in their
final arrangement.16 That may be what Matthew 13:52 means when he writes about
bringing from his storeroom both the new and the old.17
Unraveling problems found in Sacred Scripture helps discern what may be meant.
Parables from last Sunday and this Sunday are two of eight in Matthew with the
violent endings.18 Such violent endings cause problems when juxtaposed with the
Beatitudes. There is another problem. Comparing the kingdom of heaven to things
runs the risk of missing the sovereignty of the rule of God, the main theological point
of Matthew.19
The readings for this Sunday are about the heart molding the brain to prefer the Lord
to all things, a preference insisted upon by Psalm 119. Saint Paul explains that the
treasure about which Matthew writes is the very Son of God, Jesus Christ. All of the
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scriptures explain that the heart can mold the brain to love God in every aspect of
life.
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